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Presents	  


THE	  DARK	  HORSE	  
★★★★★  “One	  of	  the	  most	  gut-‐wrenching,	  inspiring	  human	  dramas	  to	  spring	  from	  NZ	  shores	  in	  


an	  age.”	  –	  Russell	  Baillie,	  The	  NZ	  Herald 


★★★★★  “Beautifully	  told,	  bravely	  executed,	  and	  truly	  inspiring.”	  -‐	  Kate	  Rodger,	  TV3	  NZ	  


★★★★★  “Both	  heart-‐breaking	  and	  hilarious...	  This	  emotional	  and	  heart-‐wrenching	  film	  is	  not	  
one	  to	  be	  missed.”	  -‐	  Stacey	  Hunt,	  Yahoo!	  NZ	  


	  


Opens	  in	  cinemas	  across	  Australia:	  NOVEMBER	  20,	  2014	  
	  


Directed	  and	  written	  by	  JAMES	  NAPIER	  ROBERTSON	  


STARRING	  	  
CLIFF	  CURTIS,	  JAMES	  ROLLESTON,	  KIRK	  TORRANCE	  and	  XAVIER	  HORAN	  	  


Running	  time:	  124	  mins	  	  	  Classification:	  CTC	  
	  


PUBLICITY	  REQUESTS:	  
Transmission	  Films	  Australia	  /	  Corey	  Te	  Wharau	  


+61	  2	  8333	  9000	  /	  corey@transmissionfilms.com.au	  	  
	  


IMAGES	  
High	  res	  images	  and	  key	  art	  poster	  available	  to	  download	  via	  the	  DOWNLOAD	  MEDIA	  tab	  at:	  


http://www.transmissionfilms.com.au/films/dark-‐horse-‐the	  	  
	  


ELECTRONIC	  PRESS	  KIT	  –	  including	  broadcast	  quality	  TRAILER	  and	  SCENE	  CLIPS	  
Available	  via	  our	  media	  sharing	  site	  EVOS:	  http://live.evos.tv/evos/review/review.html#	  


If	  you	  require	  EVOS	  accreditation	  please	  contact	  corey@transmissionfilms.com.au	  
	  


Distributed	  in	  Australia	  by	  Transmission	  Films	  
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Starring an extraordinary NZ cast; Cliff Curtis 
(Whale Rider and Boy), James Rolleston (Boy) 
and Kirk Torrance (Outrageous Fortune) The 
Dark Horse is an inspiring true story based on 
the life of a charismatic, brilliant but little-known 
New Zealand Hero and Chess champion - 
Genesis Potini (Gen).   !
The Dark Horse is a provocative, 
emotionally-charged drama about 
a man who searches for the 
courage to lead, despite his own 
adversities - finding purpose and 
hope in passing on his gift to the 
children in his community.!
!
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THE DARK HORSE is an inspiring true story 
based on the life of a charismatic, brilliant but 
little-known New Zealand hero, Genesis Potini. 
  


When we meet Genesis…He is at a crossroads 
in his life…searching for hope.    


Once a local chess-champion, Genesis has 
spent the last few years in and out of mental 
institutions. On the condition that a family 
member takes care of him, Gen is released 
from the ward into the home of his estranged, 
gang-member brother, Ariki, and Ariki's soon-
to-be-patched son Mana, as well as an array of 
gang-members that frequent the house. 


Needing a purpose and a reason to get out of 
the gang-pad, Gen joins a local chess club 
populated by displaced Gisborne youth. At his 
first club meeting, on a manic impulse, Gen 
announces that he is going to lead them to the 
National Chess championship tournament in 
Auckland in only six weeks time. 


	 	 	        ...continued over







	 	        ...continued from previous 


As Genesis and the club quest towards the 
tournament, Gen is faced with the reality of what 
he is attempting, violent conflict within the gang-
world he is living in, and ultimately 
homelessness, when his brother Ariki kicks him 
out onto the streets after Mana shows an 
interest in also joining the chess club  - a 
“distraction” that Ariki believes 
will jeopardise Mana’s imminent patching into the 
gang.  


Despite promising Ariki that he will stay away 
from Mana, Gen eventually succumbs to Mana’s 
pleas to teach him chess and invites him into the 
club, as long as it stays their secret.   The two 
form a strong bond, finding relief from their own 
hard lives in each other’s company.  Mana 
relishes joining the club, and sets his sights on 
the Auckland tournament as an escape from the 
violent gang-prospecting process that he’s going 
through at home.   


As the tournament looms, Ariki finds out about 
Gen and Mana’s deception and furiously pulls 
him from the club.  Helpless, Gen soon learns 
that other kids have also been pulled from the 
tournament in reaction to Gen being outed as 
both homeless and bipolar to their parents.   


Gen's hopes start to unravel in a dangerous way, 
and his mental stability sharply declines.  In order 
to stop the spiral back into the darkness that he 
has been working so hard to avoid, Gen has 
face some unavoidable truths, and be willing to 
sacrifice his own safety to keep hope for himself 
and the kids alive. !!
The Dark Horse is a film about two 
lost souls finding the strength to 
carry on through each other’s 
company; managing to believe in 
themselves; even if no one else in 
the world does.  
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Writer/Director		 	 JAMES NAPIER ROBERTSON (I’m Not Harry Jenson) 


Producer	 	 	 TOM HERN (I’m Not Harry Jenson, Lambs, Everything We Loved)  


Partners	 	 	 The New Zealand Film Commission, NZ On Air, Fulrcum Finance, Park 
	 	 	 	  Road Post Production, Arama Pictures, Southern Light Films  


Cast 	 	 	 	 Genesis - CLIFF CURTIS (Training Day, Whale Rider, Three Kings) 


	 	 	 	 Mana - JAMES ROLLESTON  (Boy) 


	 	 	 	 Noble - KIRK TORRANCE (Outrageous Fortune)  


	 	 	 	 Jedi - XAVIER HORAN (No. 2, The Market) 


	 	 	 	 Sandy - MIRIAMA MCDOWELL (Dean Spanley, No. 2)  


	 	 	 	 Mutt - BAZ TE HIRA 


	 	 	 	 and introducing - WAYNE HAPI  


!







Co-Producer	 	 	 JIM MARBROOK  


Executive Producers	 	 CLIFF CURTIS, TIMOTHY WHITE (Sleeping Beauty, Out of the Blue) 


Sales Rep	 	 	 HENGAMEH PANAHI - Celluloid Dreams 


Production Company	 	 FOUR KNIGHTS FILM www.4knightsfilm.com  


Associate Producers	 	 TIM WOOD, SASHA WOOD 


!
Cinematographer	 	 DENSON BAKER (The Black Balloon, The Waiting City) 


Editor	 	 	 	 PETER ROBERTS (The Most Fun You Can Have Dying)  


Score by	 	 	 DANA LUND  


Sound Designer	 	 NICK BUCKTON (Everything We Loved, I’m Not Harry Jenson) 


Production Designer	 	 KIM SINCLAIR (Tintin, Superman, Avatar) 


Make Up Designer	 	 JANE O’KANE (Spartacus, Whale Rider)  


Costume Designer	 	 KRISTIN SETH (I’m Not Harry Jenson)  


In association with	 	 THE NEW ZEALAND FILM COMMISSION, CELLULOID DREAMS, 	
	 	 	 	 NZONAIR, SOUTHERN LIGHT FILMS & ARAMA PICTURES 


Shooting Format/aspect	 16x9   4K (lite)     Sony F65 Camera 


Theatrical Aspect	 	 2:39 


Sound	 	 	 	 5.1  


Shooting Frame Rate	 	 23.98 


Duration	 	 	 124mins 


Screening formats 	 	 Unencrypted DCP 24FPS (for festivals and markets), HDcam  


Shooting Location	 	 New Zealand 


Publicity Enquiries  Samantha Donaldson Trigger Marketing, +649 555 44 66  


	 	 	 	 samatha@triggermarketing.co.nz          


Production contact	 	 Tom Hern  +64272441091	 	 tom@4knightsfilm.com  
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Initially an actor by trade, James landed leading 
roles in a number of local and international TV 
shows, before making a conscious move behind the 
camera in his early-twenties.  


Napier Robertson garnered respect for his 
discerning direction of performances and mood in 
his debut feature, the micro-budget, noir-thriller, I’m 
Not Harry Jenson (Napier Robertson wrote, directed 
and edited the film). 


I’m Not Harry Jenson premiered at the Shanghai 
International and New Zealand Film Festivals and 
was released theatrically on 30 screens in it's home 
territory to strong reviews in 2010, before selling into 
a number of foreign territories around the world.  
Despite its micro-budget, the film generated much 
buzz around the newcomer director and caught the 
eye of many industry players, including national film-
funding body, The New Zealand Film Commission. 


His fascination with dysfunctional, outsider 
characters, social disorientation and personality 
disorders underpinned the dramatic tension of the 
film, a theme he continues to explore in his latest 
work, The Dark Horse, an evocative drama based 
on the true life story of Genesis Potini. 


JNR - “I was drawn to the complexities of 
Genesis, the polarities and societal 
misconceptions around him; an outcast 
who could inspire or intimidate, his mental 
illness making him a pariah with some… his 
intelligence, gift with chess and eccentric 
charisma making him a teacher to others, 
particularly those who also found 
themselves on the outskirts of normal 
society…”    


Alongside Producer Tom Hern, Napier Robertson is 
currently developing a range of screenplays as 
potential follow-ups to The Dark Horse.  
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“The brave man is not 
he who does not feel 
afraid, but he who 
conquers that fear…” "
 - Nelson Mandela







Cliff Curtis has appeared in, or helped produce a 
string of New Zealand hit films - Once Were 
Warriors, Whale Rider and Boy - whilst carving a 
career as a sought-after character actor in 
Hollywood in movies like Three Kings, Training Day, 
and Blow. Along the way he has worked with major 
directors from Martin Scorsese to David O. Russell. 


Born in Rotorua in 1968, Curtis grew up on the 
Kapiti Coast, and took part in rock'n'roll dancing, 
kapa haka (Maori performing arts) competitions 
and amateur theatre productions. While working as 
a builder and glazier he decided to try out for 
acting school, and won encouragement from his 
workmates. 


Later Cliff studied at Teatro Dimitri Scoula in 
Switzerland. Back home, he acted in a number of 
theatre productions and played a singer in TV 
movie Undercover (1991), before making his 
feature film debut with a small role in The Piano 
(1993). Curtis impressed amongst the talented cast 
of period melodrama Desperate Remedies, but it 
was his role as Uncle Bully in local blockbuster 
Once Were Warriors (1994) that bought him to a 
wide audience.  


To date, Curtis has received three New Zealand 
Film and TV awards for his acting on the big 
screen: Best Supporting Actor in 1994 for playing 
the charismatic dandy in Desperate Remedies; 
Best Actor in Michael Hurst's Jubilee (2000), in the 
starring role as a "good guy" family man organising 
a small town jubilee; and Best Supporting Actor as 
Pai's father in Whale Rider (2002). 


In 2004 Cliff began a new side to his career, after 
forming New Zealand film production company 
Whenua Films with his cousin Ainsley Gardiner. 
Whenua's mandate was to foster the telling of 
indigenous stories. With Gardiner, Curtis produced 
Taika Waititi's short film Tama Tū (2005), about a 
group of Māori soldiers finding relief during the 
tension of a WWII battle. The follow-up to Waititi's 
Oscar-nominated Two Cars, One Night, the short 
screened at the Berlin and Sundance film festivals. 


	 	 	 	 ...continued over
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	 	      ...continued from previous   


In 2007, Curtis and Gardiner produced Taika 
Waititi's debut feature, geek comedy Eagle vs 
Shark, which was nominated for the Grand 
Jury Prize at Sundance in 2007. Later they 
joined with American Emanuel Michael to 
produce Waititi's follow-up Boy, which won a 
Grand Prize in its section at the 2010 Berlin 
Film Festival, and become the most successful 
Kiwi comedy on its own soil within four weeks 
of release. 


Cliff Curtis continues to alternate bringing 
Aotearoa stories to screen with roles in 
Hollywood films, where he is regularly called 
upon to play ‘ethnic' characters. Curtis won 
early attention in America for 1999's Three 
Kings, playing an Iraqi rebel. Since then he has 
acted in fourth Die Hard flick, Live Free or Die 
Hard, (as an FBI boss), drug tale Blow (as drug 
lord Pablo Escobar), Danny Boyle's cerebral 
sci-fil film Sunshine (as the ship's doctor) and 
was one of the villians in M Night Shyamalan's 
The Last Airbender.  


More recently Cliff has begun balancing 
television roles with his work in film, with 
ongoing parts in US series’, Trauma and Gang 
Related, and a recent role in upcoming feature 
The Last Knights, alongside Morgan Freeman 
and Clive Owen. 
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● Working with Cliff Curtis 


“Working with Cliff was an intense experience; he's a formidable talent, and 
was up for anything.  I wanted him to try working in a way he'd never fully 
explored before, by staying in character throughout the shoot, by gaining the 
weight himself rather than using prosthetics or a fat suit.  This is challenging 
stuff at the best of times, not to mention the emotional toll of carrying the 
mental state of a character like Genesis.  But he blew it out of the park and 
the evidence is on the screen.” 


!
● Why he chose this film
!
“This was a film that first and foremost had a compelling, unique and moving 
true story... Genesis's story.  It had heart.  He was a remarkable man, and a 
remarkable leader.  I had no doubt as to what kind of film this would be, right 
from the beginning.  That was always there…” !!
● His love for filmmaking
!
“Filmmaking involves many of the things I am most passionate about;  writing, 
music, acting, photography, editing, storytelling... all rolled into one.  I feel very 
privileged to be able to play with all of these different elements and try and 
make them work in harmony.  For me, when all those elements manage to 
blend as if they are part of each other, particularly image, music and emotion... 
that's when film hits its highest notes…”


���!��������!�� 
James Napier Robertson on...







Tom is a passionate, creative-producer who loves cinema. 


Born and raised in Christchurch, Hern started his career in the Film and TV industry as junior 
reporter on Kids Show, What Now - whilst still attending Papanui High School.  He then 
went on to secure gigs as an actor on various TV productions including The Tribe, Power 
Rangers and Shortland Street.   


Hern eventually followed his yearning to tell stories that he believed in, and in 2007 
partnered up with his old acting buddy (turned writer-director) James Napier Robertson to 
independently develop, finance and produce their debut feature, the micro-budget, 
whodunnit thriller, I'm Not Harry Jenson . INHJ was released theatrically in New Zealand to 
strong reviews, off the back of sell out screenings at the New Zealand International Film 
Festival, and went on to play at a number of other fests (including the Shanghai International 
Film Festival).  The film got the pair noticed by local funders and distributors alike and 
kickstarted their careers behind the camera.   


In 2010, Hern co-founded Four Knights Film Ltd with Napier Robertson and Australasian 
entrepreneurs, Tim and Sasha Wood. That year, Hern and Four Knights produced a short 
film, entitled Lambs, written and directed by Sam Kelly, which was invited to play at a 
number of prestigious international film festivals including Clermont Ferrand, Berlin, 
Melbourne and Raindance, and won the Madman Grand Jury Prize and the People's 
Choice Award at the New Zealand International Film Festival. 


2014 is hugely productive and important year for Hern and Four Knights, with two of their 
feature films being released domestically; the fragile meditative drama, Everything We Loved, 
written and directed by first-timer Max Currie, and The Dark Horse -  the emotionally 
charged drama inspired by the colourful true life of bipolar suffering-Maori-speed-chess-
genius, Genesis Potini.  


Tom Hern is a young Producer on the rise.  At the age of just 29, he already has three 
feature films (and a number of short form projects) under his belt as lead producer and a 
diverse development slate that is garnering significant international interest.   


Producer  
Tom Hern
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For Media Enquiries contact:   
Samantha Donaldson 


Trigger Marketing 


samantha@triggermarketing.co.nz !
+649 555 44 66       
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